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Abstract
Introduction. Clinical assessment of dysphonia relies on perceptual as much as instrumental methods of analysis
[1]. The perceptual auditory analysis is potentially subject to several internal and external sources of bias [2].
Furthermore acoustic analyses which have been used to objectively characterize pathological voices are likely to be
affected by confusion variables such as the signal processing or the hardware and software specifications [3]. For
these reasons the poor correlation between perceptual ratings and acoustic measures remains to be a controversial
matter [4]. The availability of annotated databases of voice samples is therefore of main importance for clinical and
research purposes. Databases to perform digital processing of the vocal signal are usually built from English
speaking subjects’ sustained vowels [5]. However phonemes vary from one language to another and to the best of our
knowledge there are no annotated databases with Spanish sustained vowels from healthy or dysphonic voices. This
work shows our first steps to fill in this gap. For the aim of aiding clinicians and researchers in the perceptual
assessment of voice quality a two-fold objective was attained. On the one hand a database of healthy and disordered
Spanish voices was developed; on the other an automatic analysis scheme was accomplished on the basis of signal
processing algorithms and supervised learning machine techniques. Material and methods. A preliminary annotated
database was created with 119 recordings of the sustained Spanish /a/; they were perceptually labeled by three
experienced experts in vocal quality analysis. It is freely available under Links in the ATIC website
(www.atic.uma.es). Voice signals were recorded using a headset condenser cardioid microphone (AKG C-544 L)
positioned at 5 cm from the speaker’s mouth commissure. Speakers were instructed to sustain the Spanish vowel /a/
for 4 seconds. The microphone was connected to a digital recorder Edirol R-09HR. Voice signals were digitized at
16 bits with 44100 Hz sampling rate. Afterwards the initial and last 0.5 second segments were cut and the 3 sec. mid
portion was selected for acoustic analysis. Sennheiser HD219 headphones were used by judges to perceptually
evaluate voice samples. To label these recordings raters used the Grade-Roughness-Breathiness (GRB) perceptual
scale which is a modified version of the original Hirano’s GRBAS scale, posteriorly modified by Dejonckere et al.,
[6]. In order to improve intra- and inter-raters’ agreement two types of modifications were introduced in the rating
procedure, i.e. the 0-3 points scale resolution was increased by adding subintervals to the standard 0-3 intervals, and
judges were provided with a written protocol with explicit definitions about the subintervals boundaries. By this way
judges could compensate for the potential instability that might occur in their internal representations due to the
perceptual context influence [7]. Raters’ perceptual evaluations were simultaneously performed by means of
connecting the Sennheiser HD219 headphones to a multi-channel headphone preamp Behringer HA4700 Powerplay
Pro-XL. The Yin algorithm [8] was selected as initial front-end to identify voiced frames and extract their
fundamental frequency. For the digital processing of voice signals some conventional acoustic parameters [6] were
selected. To complete the analysis the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) were further calculated because
they are based on the auditory model and they are thus closer to the auditory system response than conventional
features. Results. In the perceptual evaluation excellent intra-raters agreement and very good inter-raters agreement
were achieved. During the supervised machine learning stage some conventional features were found to attain
unexpected low performance in the classification scheme selected. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients were
promising for assorting samples with normal or quasi-normal voice quality. Discussion and conclusions. Despite it
is still small and unbalanced the present annotated data base of voice samples can provide a basis for the
development of other databases and automatic classification tools. Other authors [9, 10, 11] also found that modeling
the auditory non-linear response during signal processing can help develop objective measures that better correspond
with perceptual data. However highly disordered voices classification remains to be a challenge for this set of
features since they cannot be correctly assorted by either conventional variables or the auditory model based

measures. Current results warrant further research in order to find out the usability of other types of voice samples
and features for the automatic classification schemes. Different digital processing steps could be used to improve the
classifiers performance. Additionally other types of classifiers could be taken into account in future studies.
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